
What our brand does and our target market:

Por Mua is a 1st of a kind online beauty market place (Website and App). It enables subscribers to receive unique educational beauty content and buy 
makeup looks that are tailor made for them by professional makeup artists. The platform enables subscribers to choose and buy personalised looks 
designed for specific occasions, such as for general day use, night use, interviews, parties or events, etc. Our new approach makes beauty more authentic 
and personal, based upon the subscriber’s unique identity.


Por Mua will therefore enable the creation of personalised looks for all subscribers of all genders, colours, face and skin types. The target market will be 
primarily Gen Z (8- 26 yrs) and Millennials (27-40 yrs)

Business name: Por Mua (This is a play on “Por Moi” or “For me” in French and the acronym “MUA” or Makeup Artist)

Slogan: 

Style:

Feminine Masculine

Simple Complex

Gray Colourful

Necessity Luxury

Modern Classic

Raw Refined

Adventure Secure

Logo Ideas and Concepts:

Por Mua Logo Design Brief

1. A two-tone logo using just the company name “Por Mua” (choice of font here 
is key) on a strong lipstick colour base (this would more likely be a two-tone 
approach).


2. A logo using the name of the company with an Icon added (possibly above 
the name) that is a creative play on the initials “PM”. This can then be used for 
Instagram, other apps and enables us to simplify the name and logo when 
needed.


3. A logo using the name of the company with a separate creative Icon (ideally 
makeup-related in someway). This Icon could be to the left of the name, or 
between the words “Por” and “Mua”, or above it.

Beauty made personal (we would like a Logo that can be used with the slogan and as a stand-alone without the slogan)



Visual Inspiration
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Cranberry  Pink is the No.1 lipstick 
shade of 2020 across all countries
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For both 
swatches 4 and 5 
you could use 
this, or a sky blue 
or a lime green as 
contrast colours

The colour swatches provided here are 
purely suggestions. Many beauty brands 
use simple two tone logo’s. We are happy 
to also look at this option as it mirrors the 
more clean and simple approach of 
modern UI’s and beauty brands. However, 
we want to stay away from the traditional 
white and black and opt for colour. 
Possible base colours to work with for this 
could focus on strong lipstick shades like 
Red, Orange or Pink with contrasting 
strong or lighter shade colours, as 
illustrated in the swatches.


Another approach is to look at something 
more playful, bold and colourful combined 
with an equally interesting font and maybe 
a colourful icon. This approach would 
represent the varied and highly artistic 
nature of the service and products we are 
delivering.


Rather than defining one colour set we 
wanted to provide multiple options which 
provide a feel for the colours we find most 
appropriate.

Guidance notes:

Colour Options

This could possibly 
be a lighter shade 
with more white 

This is a lipstick coral red, but 
you could use a stronger red

For both 
Swatches 3, 4 
and 5 you could 
use white, a very 
light sky blue or a 
light/pastel shade 
of pink or green 
as alternate 
contrast colours 
here.

This could also be 
white or a sky blue
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Logo Font Options

Font suggestions


